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However, with the current move away from large-scale expeditions, the sahib
porter ratio will certainly increase, and from my experience, the fewer the porters,
the less the trouble.

There are today few ferry crossings in Baltistan, but, where they do occur,
bargain. The going rate at the Khaplu ferry {whether the river is lOO yards, or over a
mile wide} is Rs5 per head and Rs3 per accompanied luggage, but you may be
expected to help with the raft, both in carrying upstream, and paddling.

And finally, the peak. Pakistan has now introduced a 'peak price' similar to that

in Nepal, to be paid when application is made to the Embassy in London. This may
be as high as £400, depending on the summit involved. Your liaison officer who,
incidentally, must be clothed and paid the same as a high altitude porter although
he generally contributed financially towards his rations, is there to see that not only
are there minimal difficulties between the expedition and the porters, but that you
stick to the peak of your choice. This can be very trying at times when an applica
tion has been made to the authorities to climb a peak via a particular valley system.
If this proves on close inspection to be impossible, it is sometimes difficult to
explain to your liaison officer that you wish to try the summit from another side. So
keep the application description fairly broad in spectrum.

If you go 'trekking' only, none of the above'material matters quite as much: no
permission is necessary provided you do not go above 15,000ft, and there are no
liaison officers or high altitude porters if you are small enough and light-weight
enough.

Spanish expedition to Saraghrar, 1977

Ramon Bramona

The Spanish team which set out to climb the SW buttress of Saraghrar returned to
Spain from Pakistan defeated in their second attempt to climb this huge wall.

Modern alpinism has begun to tackle difficult ascents in high peaks of 7000
8000m. Let us also say that the technical difficulties of these ascents are not so
severe as most recent problems in the Alps. However, the recent climbs in the
Hindu-Kush range, the Karakoram or the Himalaya combine great altitude and a
considerable degree of technical difficulties. This huge wall in the Hindu-Kush
range-the SW wall of Saraghrar Peak-is no exception.

Saraghrar is 7349m high. The difficulties of the wall do not decrease anywhere
on this great buttress. The foot of the wall is at 5050m. The rise to the top is more
than 2300m, without precedent in the Alps. The total height of the buttress itself is
estimated at some 3500m.

Spanish climbers began to study the possibilities of this ascent in 1972 and made
the first attempt in 1975. After 39 days on the wall, the 8 members of the party
placed 4 high camps (one at the foot of the wall and 3 on the wall). High camps
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have not obviously the same comfort in a snow ascent as in a full rock ascent as is
the case of Saraghrar SW buttress. However, bad weather and the end of available
time finally caused the climb to be abandoned.

The second attempt took place in 1977. The team consisted of 12 members, one
of them a doctor as well as a climber. The team reached the highest point of 1975
and continued along a very severe section to the point where the buttress looks to
be less steep. During the following weeks Camps 5 and 6 were placed after
overcoming new difficulties.

At an altitude of 6350m the leading party found that the buttress was cut ofT by a
gap from the upper wall of Saraghrar. The difficulties of this second part of the wall
appeared to be great, since in the absence of flat ledges new high camps would have
to be hung with ropes while a new supply of food, ropes and tents would have to be
brought from the foot of the wall. The climb was therefore abandoned. This
confirms that the SW wall of Saraghrar Peak is at the moment one of the highest
and most difficult rock walls in the world.

The party reached Base Camp at Totiraz oku (4160m) on 24 June and left it on
2 August.

The members of the team were: Raman Bramona (leader); Jordi Pons (deputy
leader); Jaime Altadill;Jose Manuel Anglada;Joan Cerda;Joan Claramunt;Jordi
Colomer; Joan Massons; Jose Luis Perez; Anton Raiie (doctor); Genis Roca and
Francisco Sabat.

One hundred years ago
(with extracts from the Alpine Journal)
c. A. Russell

After the indeterminate conditions which had persisted throughout much of the
previous year it was hoped that the climbing season of 1878 would be more settled.
By the end of April, however, this pleasant prospect was already receding, with icy
winds persisting in many areas to delay the advent of spring.

Among the first plans to be implemented during the year were t~ose of F. F.
Tuckett, who with F. E. Blackstone made a number of mountain excursions in May,
while travelling in Greece. After visiting various places of interest and climbing Mt
Delphi (Dhirfis, 1745m) in Euboea by way of a path which passed through 'a noble
forest of gigantic old chestnuts', the party started in brilliant moonlight on 16 May
'for the ascent of Mt Lykeri, I the highest point of Parnassus, accompanied by a

shepherd as guide. The pace having been very leisurely, and some step-cutting
having been necessary, or at least desirable, the actual summit was not reached till

I 2459m.
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